
Exalted 3rd Edition Charm Cascades

Legend

Martial Arts - Steel Devil Style

Naked Fang Draw
Core, p. 461

Supplement a Join Battle roll with any ability and allow
the stylist to shift some of the successes into her

Offhand Charge. If all enemy results are beaten, the
stylist gains another point of Charge.

Double Attack Technique
Core, p. 461/462

Create a normal withering attack that has a chance to land
and additional second strike. 

Terrestrial: Reduced base damage.

Steel Devil Strike
Core, p. 462

Use when damage done by Double Attack Technique is
equal or greater than Offhand Charge capacity that has

yet to be filled. Generates a decisive attack that uses
Initiative generated by prerequisite. Refer book.

Triple Attack Technique
Core, p. 462

Upgrades prerequisite, allowing for a third attack to
be generated.

Terrestrial: Lesser damage bonus
Mastery: Reroll some non-successes on damage roll

Steel Devil Form
Core, p. 462

Increase Offhand Charge capacity by two. On crashing
an opponent, capacity increases consecutively. Ignore

penalties for attacking with off-hand. Reduces cost
of Double Attack Technique and Steel Devil Strike.

Dual-Slaying Stance
Core, p. 463

Increase parry by two, sets a limit on how low it can go
even with onslaught. Forego a turn to counter any

attack you parry with a decisive attack.
Refer the book for this complex Charm. Terrestrial applies.

Empty Mind Strike
Core, p. 464

Similar to Steel Devil Strike, this Charm can be used after
Doble Attack Technique with the same requirements.

Expend Charge instead of Initiative to form the damage
pool. Please refer the book.

Seconds Between Strife
Core, p. 462

Supplement a rush action, allowing the stylist to pay one
point of Offhand Charge per automatic success on the rush.

On a successful charge, regain the points used for this
Charm.

Twin-Blade Defense
Core, p. 463/464

Use after failing to parry an attack. Pay motes to convert
Offhand Charge points into an improptu second Parry.

If at least three point of Offhand Charge remain, the
stylist crosses her blades, a move called „Cross-Blade Catch“

Iron Lotus Unfurling
Core, p. 464

After using the prerequisite and performing the „Cross-Blade
Catch“, the stylist can reflexively disarm her opponent
with double 9s on the roll. On a success the stylist can

unleash a point-blank Sonic Slash. Refer the book.

Dervish Blade Frenzy
Core, p. 464

Activate after landing a Steel Devil Strike followed by an
Empty Mind Strike to unleash an immediate Triple
Attack Technique if the Charm is not learned, or a

Quadruple Attack Technique if the Charm is known.

Whirling Guillotine Dance
Core, p. 464

Entering this Form combines the effects of both Steel
Devil Form and Dual-Slaying Stance.

Mastery: Reflexively enter this stance under the right
circumstances.

Sonic Slash
Core, p. 462/463

After using the prerequisite successfully and chasing after an 
enemy moving away, activate this Charm at the end of the
motion. Create a decisive attack taht goes out to medium

range in front of you. Refer the book. Terrestrial applies.
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Steel Devil Style Info
The undisputed master of wielding two swords on any
battle field undoubtedly goes to the master of Steel Devil
Style. The motions have the elegance and grace of a
ceremonial dance from afar, but up close only impossibly
fast attacks and spinning death seem to reveal themselves
to the opponent of the stylist.

Weapons
• Any paired swords

Armor
Light Armor
Medium Armor


